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Abstract

Alzheimer's sickness (AD) is a neurodegenerative issue that debilitates essentially the memory and mental limit in more 

established. Extracellular beta amyloid testimony and intracellular tau hyperphosphorylation are the two over the top 

events that are thought to cause neuronal brokenness in AD. Since the separated parts that underlie the pathogenesis of AD 

are up 'til now not clear, the present meds are those drugs that can relieve the reactions of AD patients. Late examinations 

have demonstrated that these sign recalling drugs in like manner have the limit of overseeing amyloid trailblazer protein 

getting ready and tau phosphorylation. Thusly the pharmacological instrument of these meds may be excessively basically 

evaluated. This review gathers the present status of AD treatment and some potential preclinical thoughts that target beta 

amyloid and tau protein are furthermore inspected.
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Introduction-

Alzheimer disease also known as a neurodegenerative disorder, that impairs mainly the cognitive function & memory in an 

elderly.

The AD disease act on a central nervous system & associated with loss of memory resulting in dementia. The AD disease 

patient a sufferer in a unique way, there are various common symptoms. The AD disease is depend upon person age & 

concerns manifestation of stress, In the first stage, most common symptoms is a loss of memory, difficulty in recently 

learned material. the last stage symptoms are confusion, mood swing, language breakdown, long term memory loss, fully 

disturb body function & person will be dead. AD developed unspecified time period & that time AD is undiagnosed. The 

diagnosis life of disease is 7 year, fewer than 3% of patient is diagnosed for more than 14 years. The cause of AD is not well 

understood, research indicates the main cause of this disease tangle & plaque protein in the brain. 

Dementia:  

A learned, continue impairment in intellectual function there are 3 of following spheres of mental activity. 

1.    Memory (amnesia),   

2.    Language visuospatial skills,  

3.    Personality 

Amnesia: 

Amnesia is memory disorder and due to difficulty in learning new information, language breakdown.  

Some information-

AD most common disease caused b y 70% dementia,leading cause of patient death after cancer &heart disease. AD 

life span- 8-10 year, because these cannot be easily cured & 

management, AD is one of the most economical diseases in 

society these give great burden on caregiver & the pressure 

are psychological, physical, wide-
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